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Grilling for Anna Soubry –Steel 

I am now a member of the Welsh Affairs Committee, replacing Neath’s 

Christina Rees. In my first meeting we held an inquiry into  the steel 

industry in Wales. Giving evidence was Stuart Wilkie and Tim Morris of 

Tata Steel, Roy Rickhuss of Community Union and Anna Soubry, Minister 

for for Small Business, Industry and Enterprise. 

During the session I was able to grill the Minister on whether giving 

Market Economy Status to China would reduce the scope for taking 

antidumping actions against China. Her answer—that market economy 

status was a red herring—was diametrically opposed to the answer that Tata had given us earlier in the session. 

I also probed on the issue of imposing tariffs on dumping and in particular the move by the EU to scrap the Lesser Duty Rule 

which sees them automatically go for the lower tariff and replace it with a system more in-line with the American system, 

something the UK Government is strongly opposed to. You can read a transcript of the session here—http://bit.ly/1Qua2X8 

PMQ’s & Market Economy Status 

After nine 

months I was 

finally called for 

a question in 

Prime 

Minister’s 

Questions. I 

used the 

opportunity to raise the issue of Market Economy Status for 

China and how it would hamper the UK’s ability to take action 

against dumping of Chinese steel. 

“The dumping of Chinese steel is crippling the British steel 

industry. The granting of ‘market economy’ status to china, will 

dramatically reduce scope for taking anti-dumping measures. 

Why then is the Prime Minister supporting ‘market economy’ 

status for china, is it because he puts cosying up to Beijing ahead 

of protecting British industry.” http://bit.ly/1Qua2X8 

Constitutional Red Tape 

During my first Welsh Grand Committee we debated the draft 

Wales Bill. What I fear is that the draft Bill is in real danger of 

creating constitutional red tape that will lead to legislative ping-

pong between Cardiff Bay and Westminster. 

You can read my full speech on the draft Wales Bill at http://

bit.ly/1SuNIgD 

How On Earth Will Government Measure Social 

Mobility Given Removal Of Income As Indicator 

At a Westminster Hall debate on social mobility I 

questioned how the Government was going to measure 

this given the removal of income as an indicator: 

“The hon. Lady is making a thoughtful speech. She is talking 

in particular about areas with the greatest levels of 

deprivation, yet the Government have removed the key 

indicator for levels of deprivation, which is income. Does 

that not render meaningless the analysis that she is trying 

to present?” http://bit.ly/1LB25ba 

Energy Committee 

The Energy Bill continued its passage through Parliament 

and was debated in length at committee stage where I 

raised the need for Government to help businesses 

manage risk if we are to successfully find new forms of 

clean green energy to meet our energy needs in the future. 

http://bit.ly/1LB6haV 

I also put down an amendment in Committee which was 

rejected by the government. The amendment sought to 

ensure the grace period between the granting of 

permission and the start of a project would be secure 

thereby protecting jobs and investment in the solar 

industry. Without this amendment millions of pounds of 

investment in solar panels at Gamesa will be under threat.  
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News from the Commons 
Steel 2020 Inquiry 

At the last meeting of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Steel I became Chair 

of a sub-committee which will work on and report on the long term industrial 

strategy for steel.  

 The purpose of this sub-committee and the report it will produce is to i) 

produce a single analysis of the problems facing UK steel and ii) produce 

concrete recommendations that can be adopted by government as part of a 

long-term industrial strategy for the future of UK steel. This is about producing 

a report into what the UK vision for Steel in 2020 and beyond should look like.  

The sub-committee will call for evidence from key individuals in the steel industry including unions, steel companies and the 

Government. Ian Greenwood, Associate Professor in Industrial Relations and Human Resource Management at Leeds University, 

will author the report. 

Welfare Bill 

The Welfare Bill returned to the Commons from the Lords with 3 important amendments: 

 Lords Amendment 1: Re-instate income as a measure of child poverty 

 Lords Amendment 8 & 9: Prevent cuts to Employment & Support Allowance (ESA) for disabled people taking steps back 

 into work. 

I along with my Labour colleagues voted to re-instate income as a measure of child poverty and to oppose cuts to ESA Work 

Related Activity Group (WRAG) that will see disabled people £1,500 a year worse off. The Government’s removal of income as a 

measure of child poverty is an unashamed move to bury their record on child poverty and hide the true impact of their cuts. 

While their cuts to ESA WRAG flies in the face of the whole policy idea to get more people into work. 

Parliamentary Pub Chef Of The Year—The Brit 

The final of the Parliamentary Pub 

Chef Of The Year took place in 

London with Aberavon’s own Brit 

Pub represented. Gordon Jones, the 

Chef, beat off the challenge of 

hundreds of other chefs to reach the finals but 

unfortunately didn’t win the title. I am delighted that 

Gordon made it to the Pub Chief of the year final and it was 

great to see him in Westminster. Gordon’s culinary skills, 

the Brit pub atmosphere along with the fine wines and 

great beers make it an absolute 

must. As my local pub I was 

pleased to nominate Gordon 

because both he and the Brit Pub 

deserves the recognition. 

China Should Emphatically Not Be Granted Market 

Economy Status 

 

 

 

 

 

I pressed the case with Phillip Hammond, Foreign & 

Commonwealth Secretary, about granting China Market 

Economy Status (MES). Pushing the fact that China does not 

meet the criteria for MES in particular with 70% of the Chinese 

steel industry owned by the Chinese government. 

http://bit.ly/1RZceoL 
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News from the Constituency 
Steel Campaign Day 

It was great to see so many 

people turn out in support 

of the steel industry and 

the workforce who are 

going through a torrid time 

at the moment.  It was a 

heart warming show of solidarity. You can still sign the petition—  

http://chn.ge/1SKMY6R 

Port Talbot Afan Women’s Aid 

I was delighted to visit Port Talbot Afan 

Women’s Aid to see the fantastic work 

that they do to support local women.  

Lucy Holmes and the whole team work endlessly to help families 

and individuals who are victims of domestic abuse.  

Afan Anglers AGM 

I was delighted to address the Annual General Meeting of the 

Afan Anglers at the end of Janaury. They have done some great 

work on cleaning up the river and have some exciting plans for 

its future. 

Barista’s  

At the beginning of February I was approached by 

constituents about the potential termination of Barista’s 

lease leading to the possible exit of Barista’s from the 

Aberavon Shopping Centre. I immediately took up the case 

writing to the centre management and to Edinburgh House 

Estates urging a positive resolution and offering my help.  

I am committed to keeping the ownership and management 

of local businesses in the hands of local people. Barista’s is a 

popular local business, well-liked and well-used by locals as 

a place for socialising and meeting. Its loss from the 

shopping centre would be widely felt in the community. 

I have signed the petition and you can too at http://

chn.ge/1Tudj7M 

Aberavon Funding Fair 

We had a fantastic 

turnout at the Aberavon 

Funding Fair that I held 

in the Michna Street 

Community Centre. Over 

the course of the 

morning 80 people from 

across the constituency 

attended to have funding 

advice from Big Lottery, 

Heritage Lottery Fund, 

Sport Wales, Arts Council Wales, Coalfields Regeneration Trust, 

Neath Port Talbot CVS and Rural Development Plan NPTCBC.  

Thanks to everyone who attended and made it such a 

worthwhile event.  

Awel Y Mor 

I had a great morning visiting 

Awel Y Mor with the 

Warburtons as part of their  

Healthy Eating schools project. 

It was good to talk to the staff 

and pupils.  

Ysgol Maes Y Coed 

I visited Ysgol Maes Y Coed in 

the Neath constituency to see 

the state of the art facility that 

serves youngsters from 

Aberavon who have complex 

learning difficulties. 

Tulip Siddiq Event 

Everyone had a fantastic 

afternoon when Tulip 

Siddiq visited Aberavon 

to speak at a function. 

Thanks to all those that 

organised and 

supported the event. 
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Political Digest 
Starting Gun Has Been Fired—EU Referendum 

With the Prime Minister’s negotiations complete the phoney war has come to an end, now  

the debate swings into action.  

This will be a massive decision for the country—should the UK leave or remain in the 

European Union?  Votes of this magnitude don’t happen often which makes it all the more 

important that we get this decision right. 

I will be campaigning for the UK to remain part of the European Union.  

The UK is better off as part of the European Union. Wales in particular is a net beneficiary from Europe.  Our membership allows 

us, as a medium size country, to punch far above our weight politically, economically and culturally. Our EU membership brings 

Britain jobs, investment, trade and keeps us safe. Leaving the EU would put all that at risk and diminish Britain's influence in the 

world.  Watch me debate Europe with George Galloway on the Sunday Politics Show—http://bbc.in/24qU0kZ 

Don’t Ban Putin From Britain,  

But Russia Should Lose The World Cup 

Following the report into the death of Alexander Litvinenko I 

wrote an article for the Times about how the UK should 

respond. In it I called for the Government to send a strong 

message to their Russian counterparts: state-sponsored 

murder is an outrage, in the UK or any other country. Six 

things need to be done:  

First the prime suspects must be extradited to face 

prosecution in a British court of law;  

Second, those involved in  the murder should receive visa 

bans. But banning Vladimir Putin himself from the UK would 

be counter-productive. My view of diplomacy is that one door 

must always be left open; there must always be a way of 

engaging, keeping the dialogue going; 

Third, we need a wide-ranging review of our entire 

relationship with Russia; 

Fourth, the 2018 World Cup should not be taking place in 

Russia; 

Fifth, we should look at expelling from the UK some or all of 

the officers in the FSB;  

And sixth, we must empower HMRC to act more effectively on 

the millions of pounds of “hot” Russian money that is daily 

pouring into the London economy and its real estate market. 

http://bit.ly/1L3pdEf 

Britain In Europe, Europe In Britain 

Before the starting gun was fired for the EU referendum I 

wrote an article for Labour Movement In Europe. In it I wrote 

of the need to make this referendum about what sort of 

country we want to live in, and what sort of nation we want 

the United Kingdom to be. This referendum must be about 

what it means to be British in the 21st century. And the choice 

will be clear and stark: are we as a people going to confirm 

that we are open, confident and happy to embrace and shape 

the world as it is, or are we going to turn in on ourselves, pull 

up the drawbridge and sail off into the mid-Atlantic? 

You can read the article at http://bit.ly/1oVoWtk 

Trade Union Bill 

The Trade Union Bill is still at 

committee stage in the House of 

Lords but the more interesting 

developments in this Bill have 

come from the TUC. They  have 

revealed a legal letter that advises 

the Government that they have a 

very weak case to impose these 

measures in Wales. 

This is something that Labour has been saying all along but we 

will have to see whether the Government heeds this advice or 

decides to push ahead nonetheless.  http://bit.ly/1TyNCV6 
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Look to Davos for partners for a new kind of growth 

During January’s Davos 

meeting I guest edited 

Progress starting the day with 

my article—Look To Davos For 

Partners For A New Kind Of 

Growth. 

The theme of Davos this year 

is the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution, an industrial 

revolution that will be 

characterised by new forms of renewable energy and the 

exponential outward expansion of technological innovations, 

driven by the internet. 

It is this fusion of new forms of energy and communication 

that drive industrial revolutions, powering society-wide 

changes, creating jobs and raising living standards.  

The ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ offers Labour a golden 

opportunity to define and own the agenda. We must set out 

in the clearest terms how we will harness this revolution, and 

turn it into a new kind of growth that is based on a 

comprehensive industrial strategy and a modern 

manufacturing renaissance.  http://bit.ly/1Q2UAvI 

Political Digest 
In Conversation— Young Fabians Event & Battersea CLP 

In January I spoke at a Young Fabians event  & Battersea CLP event about what I think the Labour 

Party needs to do to get itself in a position to win elections again. Understanding where we went 

wrong in 2015 is just the first step in to turning around our fortunes. From there we must then show 

that we are a Party of economic competence and  the Party of manufacturing, addressing the 

productivity crisis and rebalancing the economy that is over-reliant on the services sector and tilted 

dangerously towards the South East and London alone. 

Another key to achieving the credibility we need to govern again is showing that we 

are the party of smart deficit reduction and a party that is pro-business, but not  pro-

business as usual. Labour must be the party of community activism, of radical 

constitutional reform and of patriotism. You can read my whole speech at http://

bit.ly/1KBScPL 

First Past The Post Is A System That Distorts How 

Resources Are Spent Across The Country 

I spoke at a Make Votes Matter 

conference in London about the need to 

reform our electoral system to one that 

can better reflect the multi-party politics 

that we have in the UK today.  

In the last election First Past The Post 

enabled the SNP to win 95 per cent of 

the seats in Scotland with just 50 per cent of the Scottish vote, 

whilst yielding just one UKIP MP on the basis of four million 

votes. It is simply not credible and it feeds disenchantment 

with the democratic system. 

My preference would be a more proportional system that 

maintains the link between the MP and their constituency 

which has been a cornerstone of our democracy. 

The EU As A Global Power:  

An International Agenda For Europe 

At the end of January I attended a 

Chatham House workshop which 

explored the future priorities for 

the EU’s relations with the wider 

world including the US and China. 

This was an interesting discussion at a critical time with the 

spectre of the referendum hanging over the European Union.  
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